Yesterday's Headlines:

New/Updated Guidance

- CDC updated infection prevention guidance for long-term care settings
- CDC guidance on implementing facility-wide testing in nursing homes
- CDC updated interim testing guidance

News Reports

- **AMDA**: Address key questions to reap benefits of universal COVID-19 testing
- **Without Funding and Resources**, CMS’s New Nursing Home Testing Rule a ‘Hollow Requirement’
- Early-stage COVID-19 vaccine shows promise, generates immune response
- COVID-19 could delay assisted living oversight regulations in Minnesota
- Prototype Vaccine Protects Monkeys From Coronavirus
- Mental health risk is low in coronavirus, but long-term delirium may occur
- Why do some COVID-19 patients infect many others, whereas most don’t spread the virus at all?
- Coronavirus research updates: The virus ravages organs from heart to brain
• Prioritizing Physician Mental Health as COVID-19 Marches On
• Elderly covid-19 patients on ventilators usually do not survive. New York hospitals report
• Risks Posed by COVID-19-Infected Bodies Remain Unclear
• To properly address COVID-19 in nursing homes, we need to fix underlying issues

Journal Articles
• COVID-19: UW study reports 'staggering' death rate in US among those infected who show symptoms
• The diabetic lung: an easy target for SARS-CoV-2?
• Olfactory Dysfunction in COVID-19
• Prolonged Confusional state as first manifestation of COVID-19

Podcasts/Webinars
• COVID 'Ground Zero': How Can We Reduce Nursing Home Deaths?

AMDA’s COVID-19 Resources Page
Join the Conversation on AMDA’s Forum

Follow Us: 🌐 Facebook 🐦 Twitter 📌 LinkedIn

Acknowledge the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.
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